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Harris Interactive works with market leading
brands to help them maintain strong business
performance through building strong customer
relationships.
We identify clear and prioritised actions from
uncovering unmet customer needs, customer
experience inconsistency, strengths and weaknesses
in the marketplace, and key drivers of differentiation/
uniqueness.
By bringing our clients closer to their customers we
help them to stay ahead of their competitors and make
sense of the ever-changing world.

In this report we focus on:
	The nature of mobile operator – customer
relationships
	Best-in-class providers within and outside the
sector
	Which operators have improved over time
	What operators need to do differently to meet
customer needs
	Why it is important to have connected customers
Awareness and appeal of Smart Home
	Which sectors/providers are trusted to deliver on
Smart Home

The insight within this report is from Harris Customer Power, a competitor benchmarking
subscription service.
It provides comprehensive customer relationship data and insight across 11 sectors and over 100 UK brands,
supporting customer retention and engagement decision making. It covers the following elements:
Harris Relationship & Energy Metrics
Connect customer hearts and minds with future
intentions to understand relationship strength and
sustainability. See which brands are the most
dynamic and innovative to attract new business.
Harris Connected Customer Segmentation
Are your customers fully connected ambassadors
for your brand or are many only partly connected,
indifferent or even
eventdisconnected
disconnectedand
andatatrisk
riskof
of
switching? How do they change with the actions
you take?
Net Promoter Score
What is your advocacy strength against other brands?

Harris Adapt – Ease of dealing with and
personalisation rankings
Your ranking on these increasingly critical measures.
Ratings on over 20 service, product and
communications experiences
Identify and communicate your strengths and
differentiators, and take action on weaker areas to
better meet customer needs.
Channel usage and satisfaction
Maps how well customer experiences match
changing needs from traditional and digital channels.
How customers feel
Where they sit on the spectrum of being delighted,
feeling listened to, and treated fairly through to
feeling like a number, powerless and neglected.

6 KEY
SUMMARY POINTS
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Most mobile operators have plenty of scope to
strengthen the relationships they have with their
customers. The category, as a whole, sits in the
lower half of our table ranking 11 sectors.

Half of all mobile phone customers say that their
key needs are not being met. In particular, they do
not feel as if they are treated as an individual and
they do not see their providers being particularly
innovative in product/service delivery. Giffgaff
outperforms most other brands on these key
customer priorities.

2
There is wide variation in the strength of
customer relationships across mobile operators.
Giffgaff, with 58% ‘fully connected’ customers, is
comfortably best-in-class and followed by Three,
TalkTalk, Tesco Mobile and O2 in the top half of
the table. The lowest ranked operator has just
19% ‘fully connected’ customers. Of the brands
trended, Three has improved most in the last two
years.

3
‘Fully connected’ customers are vital to any
service provider because they are very loyal, they
have much higher cross-selling potential and
they are strong brand ambassadors.

5
Over 70% of mobile phone customers believe the
‘smart home’ is a real possibility in the next 5 years
and a fifth would consider having such a system if
it were available right now. ‘Fully connected’
customers are much more likely to pay a higher
monthly fee for a smart home system, emphasising
why they are such a vital segment when it comes
to cross-selling.

6
However, there are barriers to likely take up of
smart home systems with mobile operators
ranked some way below utilities and broadband
providers when it comes to brands trusted to
deliver.

HOW STRONG ARE MOBILE OPERATOR
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS?
The Harris Relationship Score connects customers’ hearts
and minds with their future intentions towards a brand.
It tells us how strong and sustainable relationships are,
and whether they are rationally or emotionally driven.

RATIONAL
– Satisfaction
– Likelihood to
recommend/NPS

+

EMOTIONAL
– Values you as
a customer
– Trusted
relationship

+

INTENTIONAL
– Likelihood to
continue using
– Preferred brand
– Unique benefit

RELATIONSHIP SCORE 3.8 out of 5

SUPERMARKET
As
a sector, mobile Nearing
operators
sit in the bottom half of our
‘Very Good’ levels
SECTOR
league table alongside other technology service sectors
(pay TV and broadband), below sectors with a more
human face but above utilities providers. Evidently, there
is plenty of scope to improve customer relationships and
engagement in the mobile sector.

Overall Sector Relationship Score 2015

Interestingly, MVNO giffgaff is currently the best-in-class
mobile operator, comfortably ahead of Three which ranks
second highest. Giffgaff is in illustrious company, ranked
on a par with some of the great customer service
stalwarts of UK retailing, banking, leisure and
entertainment.
A key communication that goes out to new giffgaff
customers is that they are joining ‘a community’ of
like-minded individuals who don’t want contracts and
are in control of their choices. When asked whether they
feel part of a community, 61% of giffgaff customers agree
that they do; Three and O2 are closest to giffgaff on this
metric with 42% and 36% respectively.
Other MVNOs, Tesco Mobile and TalkTalk, also have
stronger relationships with their customers than the
operators whose infrastructure they are using. With the
notable exceptions of Three and O2, MNOs are ranked
towards the bottom of our table.
Best in class within sector 2015

Top 2 box

Typically 70%-80% top two box
Except broadband, home insurance, energy = 60% - 70%
BANKS

62%

SUPERMARKETS

61%

CREDIT CARDS

60%

HOTELS

60%

AIRLINES

58%

PAY TV

57%

HOME INSURANCE

55%

MOBILE

55%

BROADBAND

54%

CAR INSURANCE

54%

ENERGY

49%

Has the picture changed in the last two years?

Why the level of customer connectedness matters

A review of where mobile operators sit now compared
with 2013 shows a few notable shifts (giffgaff and
TalkTalk were not included in the 2013 survey).

Customer Power uses a range of relationship metrics to
understand how connected customers feel to their
service providers. Providers that have a high proportion
of ‘fully connected’ customers are much more strongly
positioned on customer retention and acquisition
potential because this type of customer is unlikely to
switch provider, is more likely to hold multiple products
with the same provider and is likely to be a brand
ambassador who spreads positive word of mouth to
friends and family.

Three has risen from third position to top the table, just
ahead of Tesco Mobile which has retained second place.
O2 has slipped from first to fourth place despite no
change in its absolute relationship score – in other words
it has lost ground to faster improving competitors.
Both Three and Virgin Mobile have achieved uplift in
their ranking by shifting customers who were ‘indifferent’
to the brand in 2013 into a more connected relationship
in 2015.
EE continues to struggle with customer connections
(also manifest in the weak performance of its subbrands) and Vodafone has moved up the ranking but is
still in the lower tier.
Customer Relationship Scores 2015 vs 2013
by brand – Top 2 box
Note: giffgaff and Talk Talk are new brands for 2015 so excluded here
2015
Highest

2013

At the opposite end of the spectrum, customers who
feel ‘disconnected’ from their provider are extremely
likely to switch to a competitor and generate negative
market buzz in doing so. Whilst there are fewer
‘disconnected’ customers generally, they can do
considerable damage to a brand’s reputation in this
social media era and other Harris Interactive research*
has shown that mobile operators are particularly
susceptible to this.
Services complained about on social media platforms
Mobile operator

17%

High St Retailer

15%

ISP

15%

Utilities provider
Train Operator

7%

Pay TV
Hotel

5%

Airline
Financial Services

12%
13%

4%
2%

6%

8%
9%

25%
23%
22%

18%

12%

9%
Ever
Most often

‘Indifferent’ customers are less likely to switch than
those who are ‘disconnected’ but they are less valuable
to service providers (because they are unlikely to be
upsold to) and can still do considerable damage via
negative word of mouth. As we noted earlier, it is this
group that mobile operators have had most success
converting into more connected customers.
Lowest

*SocialLife4, May 2014

ARE MOBILE OPERATORS’ CUSTOMERS
FULLY CONNECTED OR AT RISK?
Looking across sectors, the level of customer
connectedness in the mobile operator sector is very
similar to pay TV and broadband – as highlighted
below.
The disparity between the strongest mobile operator,
giffgaff, and the weakest MNO is vast with over three

times as many giffgaff customers feeling ‘fully
connected’. Indeed giffgaff’s ratings are consistently
strong and not too far behind First Direct, one of the
best-in-class brands across all of the sectors covered in
Customer Power.

Proportion of connected customers across sectors
FULLY
CONNECTED

PARTLY
CONNECTED

INDIFFERENT

DISCONNECTED

MOBILE
SECTOR

30%

31%

30%

8%

BEST MOBILE
BRAND

58%

20%

21%

1%

WEAKEST
MOBILE BRAND

19%

31%

40%

9%

PAY TV
SECTOR

32%

31%

29%

8%

BROADBAND
SECTOR

29%

32%

30%

10%

Mobile sector top 2 box %
FULLY
CONNECTED

PARTLY
CONNECTED

INDIFFERENT

DISCONNECTED

NPS

+73

+10

-68

-99

REWARDED FOR
LOYALTY

70%

32%

14%

3%

TREATED
FAIRLY

81%

45%

16%

1%

FEEL PART OF
A COMMUNITY

71%

29%

6%

2%

SATISFIED WITH
CALL CENTRE

82%

44%

15%

4%

FEEL PROVIDER IS
ABLE TO DELIVER
NEW INNOVATION

76%

47%

15%

3%

LIKELIHOOD TO
SWITCH IN NEXT
12 MONTHS

5%

8%

17%

60%

Ambassadors

Not positively
spreading WOM

Apathy-based relationship/
negative WOM/resource
and cost intensive

High risk of switching/very
negative WOM/resource
and cost intensive

WHAT MUST MOBILE OPERATORS
DO DIFFERENTLY?
As well as high level relationship metrics, Customer
Power measures service provider performance across
over 20 product, service and communication attributes.
Through key driver analysis, we derive which of these
are most influential in determining the overall
relationship strength.
Within the mobile sector, key needs are only being met
for half of customers at most via the ‘average mobile
brand’, and often for only 30-40% of customers.
Feeling treated as an individual and being offered
new/innovative products or services are particular
weaknesses and will likely differentiate the very best
providers from the rest.

Giffgaff leads the sector on all five key drivers and by a
considerable margin – helping to explain its overall
relationship leadership. Giffgaff also performs strongly
on other key aspects including value for money,
product relevancy and communications elements.
TalkTalk also performs well, ranked second behind
giffgaff on many attributes and standing out
particularly on overall service, understanding customer
needs, being innovative and offering value for money.
Tesco Mobile is highly rated for value for money and
service quality but delivers less strongly across many
other measures. O2, Virgin Mobile and Three are all
typically above the category average across most
metrics but do not particularly stand out on any i.e.
they have no real differentiating strengths.

Key customer priorities
Top box ratings

1

2

Service they provide

Treats its customers fairly

3

Understanding your needs

BEST IN
CLASS BRAND

77%

80%

81%

WORST IN
CLASS BRAND

Gap
over 35%

Gap
over 50%

Gap
over 50%

AVERAGE

4

Treating you as an individual

5

Ability to offer new/innovative
products/services

BEST IN
CLASS BRAND

69%

72%

WORST IN
CLASS BRAND

Gap
over 40%

Gap
over 40%

AVERAGE

Operator most likely to have a 4G contract with?

SMART HOME OF THE FUTURE
WHY BEING CONNECTED REALLY MATTERS
(of those who will switch when it becomes available)

67% 33%

72% 28%
59% 41%

Connectedness and upselling
We have mentioned already that ‘fully connected’
customers are more likely to hold multiple products with
the same provider and we also have clear evidence of
their potential value to mobile providers in testing
reactions to ‘the smart home of the future’*.
Overall, just over a fifth (21%) of mobile phone
customers are potentially interested in the smart home
concept, just under two-fifths (38%) are not interested
and the remainder (41%) are undecided.

This is interesting in its own right, of course, but when we
segment the data by customer relationship
strength,
68% 32%
another key insight emerges: there is a very clear
correlation between connectedness and willingness to
52% 48%
pay for a service like the smart home, particularly at the
very highest price point tested (£100 per month); 40% of
51% 49%
fully connected customers will definitely/probably
pay
this compared with less than 20% for any other segment
40%
of the mobile phone audience. The60%
implications
of
having a more connected customer base are obvious!
Staying with provider
Switching to competitor

How likely would you be to have a smart home system, like the one described,
in place right now if it were available?
21%

41%

38%

18-24 = 40%
25-34 = 31%
35-44 = 26%

25-34 = 49%
45-54 = 42%

55+ = over 56%

Definitely/probably would

Undecided

Definitely/probably would not

Likelihood to choose at different price levels
Definitely/probably
70%

FULLY
CONNECTED

60%
50%

PARTLY
CONNECTED

40%
30%

INDIFFERENT

20%
10%
0%

DISCONNECTED
£100

£80

£60
Price per month

£40

£20

*The smart home of the future will deliver a range of innovative services and benefits to home owners using a variety of intelligent, connected
devices. These devices will include utility meters that measure energy and water consumption, household appliances and others including those
you use for communications, entertainment, health and home security purposes. The combination of these devices, the data they provide and
the control actions they enable will contribute to a rich array of smart home services.

When will the smart home of tomorrow be a
reality?
So what are mobile phone customers’ expectations
regarding the smart home? Over a third (37%) believe
that the smart home is possible already or will be a
reality within the next 12 months and this increases by
an additional 23% if the time frame is extended to 2-3
years from now.
A smart home is a reality now
If this seems quite high, bear in mind that just under a
third of mobile
19% phone customers already
32% have an
energy or utility meter in their home to monitor and
control their energy usage, almost a fifth have a home
18-44
security
system and one in ten own a smartwatch or
45-65+
similar smart device. The smart home is less futurelooking that might appear the case in other words.

Clearly mobile operators would like to be at the
forefront of delivering smart home systems and, as we
have seen, those with more connected customers are
best placed to do so. But are there any barriers that
could potentially impact on their ability to do so?
Trust is no doubt a key consideration for consumers
who would need to hand over a great deal of control
to whichever service provider they opted for. With this
in mind, mobile operators are not currently well
positioned, ranked alongside pay TV and landline
service providers with 14% share of trust. Utilities
companies and broadband providers are best placed
but it is noticeable that over two-fifths (41%) are not
comfortable with any provider having this level of
control right now.
Providers trusted to deliver smart home system

When will the smart home be a reality?

Electricity

9%

Broadband
Gas

5%

26%

Home security
Mobile operator

8%

Pay TV
Landline phone
Water
None

18%

11%

23%
It is possible already

In 10 years

In 12 months

In 20 years

In 2-3 years

It will never happen

In 5 years

33%
25%
24%
16%
14%
14%
13%
11%

41%

INSPIRING
ACTION
Within this report we’ve highlighted how mobile
operator brands can improve their customer
engagement and retention, and the opportunities that
exist for innovative brands which demonstrate they
are listening to their customers.
Our aim was to provide thought provoking content
that inspires you to do something different to impact
your own customer relationships – which we hope
we’ve achieved.
If you’d like to discuss things further, or obtain more
information, just give us a call or send us an email.

There are also three specific ways you can take action
by accessing Harris Customer Power:

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR ONLINE
REPORTING PLATFORM
…giving you the flexibility to use the data as you
wish, create your own cross tabulations, and
personalise your own Powerpoint reports. You can
buy access to all of the data, to one sector only, or to
multiple sectors.

REQUEST A BESPOKE REPORT
…for example, if you want to combine insights across
several sectors.

CREATE A BESPOKE ONLINE SURVEY
…using your own customer sample and our templated
questions and benchmark it with Customer Power
sector data – if your brand isn’t already covered, or
you want to boost the sample size or include your
own segmentation.

Harris Interactive UK
Harris Interactive UK Ltd is a full service, consultative
custom market research agency, operating across
business-to-business and consumer markets.

Our Telecoms, Media, Technology and Entertainment
(TMTE) team has been providing consultative custom
market research services to many leading brands in
the sector for over 15 years.

We blend sector expertise with award winning research
designs and innovative approaches, to deliver tailored
solutions built on industry best practice. Core areas include
stakeholder relationships, branding and communications,
concept development and market segmentation.

We are passionate about what we do and what you do.
We continually conduct our own research into
emerging trends, leading brands, consumer behaviour
and perceptions to keep our finger on the pulse and to
make sure we deliver actionable information in the
most relevant context.

Engagements range from quick tactical one-off
projects to ongoing strategic tracking studies.

Follow us @harrisint_uk
www.harris-interactive.co.uk

OTHER PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS FROM HARRIS INTERACTIVE

OUR OFFER
THE KEY COMPONENTS
FLEXIBILITY

REAL-TIME
AUTOMATED
ANALYSIS &
REPORTING

LEADING
COMMUNITY
PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGY

HARRIS
INTERACTIVE
COMMUNITIES

FULL SERVICE
RESEARCH
EXPERTISE

SECTOR
EXPERTISE

Harris Communities
Combine the speed, ease, and cost effectiveness of your
own real time research platform with the expertise, value
and impact of a full service research partner. Facilitate an
ongoing conversation with your customers putting them
at the heart of everything you do.

Harris SocialLife
SocialLife is the UK’s most detailed tracker of social media
usage, including a unique segmentation of social media
usage – clients can buy into SocialLife to segment and
profile their own market.

Harris PixelLife
Published January 2015 an ambitious study that evaluates
our lives in front of the screen, for work and leisure,
including detailed profiling and satisfaction across 28
different activities, including gaming – a free report.

Harris Buzz
A free monthly report that has run for over 4 years
– we measure the awareness and excitement of the latest
entertainment and technology releases and stories – each
report includes an “all-time” list for easy reference.

HOW YOU CAN
REACH OUR SPECIALISTS

Debbie Senior
Customer Relationships &
Customer Power
dsenior@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1606

Denholm Scotford
Head of TMTE
dscotford@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1605

Lee Langford
TMTE specialist & SocialLife

Sabrina Qureshi
Online Communities

llangford@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8832 1617

squreshi@harrisinteractive.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 8832 1641

